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The key question often asked in business and industry is: “Do Environmental, Health & Safety
Management Programs improve a company’s bottom line?” The answer is a resounding “YES,”
although benefits may be somewhat hard to quantify. There are several factors such as the
outright savings on worker’s compensation insurance, civil liability damages, and litigation expenses even as far as being prosecuted under criminal laws. Having solid Environmental, Health
& Safety Management Programs with senior management commitment is guaranteed to pay
dividends over time. It can also make the difference between winning and losing bids and even
government contracts.

How to Realize This Return

ERI professionals have decades of experience in numerous industries including: food production,
chemical production, chemical storage, chemical transportation, petroleum, military, nuclear,
agriculture, and heavy industrial manufacturing.
We deliver several tools, services, and programs to assist your company in maintaining a compliant, safe, and profitable environment including:
Audits/Assessments – Audits, assessments, and observations can explain and even predict
incidents with profound accuracy, and thus are one of the most compelling leading indicators
available today. Our audits review over 100 specific areas of operations from a compliance and
best practices standpoint. When completed, our professionals assist in development of an action plan in the on-site exit meeting as well as benchmark a company’s various locations internally and within their industry group when information is available. ERI professionals perform
hundreds of audits and assessments annually, resulting in thousands of findings and associated
recommendations to keep you and your staff both safe and compliant.
Materials – ERI is proud of programs, template tools, and materials we spent several years developing and updating. We understand Environmental, Health & Safety compliance isn’t always
exciting, which is why we change our materials and associated training on a regular basis to
keep interest high. Our tools are also easy to understand and implement at your company as
they were designed with ease of use in mind.
A written policy, employee orientation and training program, employee test, self-audit, and OSHA
summary is included for all safety program topics. All of the these documents are stored online
on the ERI Knowledge Base and are kept up to date with the ever-changing regulations.
Equipment Loan Program – ERI maintains an industrial hygiene equipment loan program for
client companies to use free of charge. This high-quality equipment is suitable for reliably measuring and documenting plant conditions and is available for loan simply by contacting ERI and
completing a check-out form.
ERI Exchange Online – The ERI Exchange Online is a discussion board for ERI clients to share
thoughts, ideas, and best practices along with the quarterly posting of our current ERI Exchange
newsletter.
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Consulting – With our experiences and diverse background, clients lean on us to respond to thousands of inquiries for technical information, and we pride ourselves on not only having the hands-on experience, but also the connections to help us benchmark our existing clients to some of the most advanced, world-class Environmental, Health & Safety Programs in the world.
Along with general, every-day environmental, health, and safety questions, some of the consulting projects include:
Behavior Based Safety Programs
Inventive Plans
Interpretation of various regulations, industry standards, and best practices
Design review for environmental controls, life safety, and property hazard identification
Employee Perception Surveys
Incident Review and Root Cause Analysis assistance
Air Construction & Operating Permits (including major source permits)
Air Dispersion Modeling
Water Discharge and Land Application Permits
Construction and Industrial Storm Water Plans
Spill Prevention, Controls, and Countermeasures Plans (SPCC)
Facility Response Plan (FRP) development
Risk Management Plan (RMP) development
Process Safety Management (PSM) program development
Leak Detection and Repair (LDAR) program development
Carbon Modeling & Lifecycle Assessments
ERI University On-Line Learning Management Campus – ERI’s on-line learning management campus is a web-based training solution to manage and deliver employee training. It uses ERI’s standard interactive training materials that are updated
annually. This program and the standard training are customizable to use your current company training or tailor the standard
training to your company’s specific needs. Benefits in using this system include:
Branded to look like your company’s training (provides buy-in with your employees)
Minimize safety representative’s time spent on administrative functions
Flexible training time and locations
Real-time scoring feedback
Automated training schedules/reminders
Accurate documentation of employee training
One location for safety, vendor, process, HR, and Standard Operation Procedure (SOP) training
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